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A complete, step by step guide to making your own luxurious bath bombs at home!Fed up of buying

expensive bath bombs and being disappointed by the fizz? Learn how you can make your own

amazing bath bombs at home. You will be surprised how affordable and easy it is, even if you are a

complete beginner!Bath bombs are a luxury but for many people they would not want to be without.

The right bath bomb can make the simple act of getting into the bath become a luxury experience

that destresses and rejuvenates. Finding the right bath bombs can be frustrating not just because of

the cost but due to the wide variety of brands and uncertainty about the ingredients.Making your

own bath bombs takes away this uncertainty, meaning you are in complete control over the

ingredients. You know they are safe for you to use and you know they are not going to cause any

reaction on yoru skin.Pampering yourself is very important and particularly in our high stress society

a well earned luxury bath can make all the difference in helping you feel able to cope with the world.

With these recipes you can make bath time more interesting, more enjoyable, therapeutic and

beneficial to your skin! Plus you will be saving money on the cost of bath bombs and have exactly

the right bath bomb for you.In this book you will learn the simple process of making your own bath

bombs without expensive ingredients or tools, you'll be surprised just how easy it is. You will find

step by step instructions for making amazing bath bombs that will be the envy of your friends and

make great gifts if you ever need them too. You will learn all about the many different ingredients

you can use and how they can benefit you when including in a bath bomb.Once you learn these

secrets you will be hooked to making your own bath bombs and of course need plenty more time in

the bath to try them all out! With over 40 fun and interesting recipes there is something in here for

everyone plus you will be taught how to customize the recipes to make them unique to you with

many different health promoting ingredients.In this step by step book you will learn everything you

need to know about making your own bath bombs including:- Shaping and Molding Your Bath

Bombs - great advice and tips on how to shape and mold your bath bombs to make them look

fantastic, making them the ideal gift or luxury for you- Storing Your Bath Bombs - find out how to

store your bath bombs in order to prevent them from dissolving and keep them for several weeks or

more- Presenting Your Bath Bombs - discover some of the best ways to present your bath bombs

which is important if you are giving them as gifts- How to Make Bubble Bars - learn a basic recipe

for bubble bars which are a very indulgent luxury for a bath!- Basic Bath Bomb Recipe - here is the

basic bath bomb recipe which will be built on and expanded later in the book- Troubleshooting Your

Bath Bombs - find out exactly what to do if it all goes wrong and how to recover your batch-

Additional Ingredients for Heavenly Bath Bombs - discover some of the wonderful extra ingredients



you can put in your bath bombs to make them even more luxurious- Bath Bomb Recipes - over 40

luxury recipes meaning there is something for everyone and for literally every occasion!If you have

tried making your own beauty products at home in the past you may well have felt a little bit lost or

overwhelmed with complex instruction. This book has been written for the complete beginner,

though anyone who has any experience will still benefit from the step by step instructions and clear

guidance. Not only do you learn the basic recipe but you learn exactly how to adjust that recipe and

what ingredients you can use to customize your bath bombs and make your own unique recipes!So

why wait any longer? Start making your own luxurious bath bombs and start saving money today!
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After reading this, I attempted my 1st batch of bombs. Much to my surprise, they were PERFECT !

I'm fairly sure it was because of the warnings of various things like not to use too much

water/moisture, how to tell when the bombs have enough moisture and such.My 3rd batch look &

smell Heavenly. But I've yet to figure out how to put 2 part molds together, I'll review that chapter

next, when this is posted, but my half circles look beautiful anyways.I'm very Very VERY happy to



have gotten this book.I do have quite a few books on bath products & I almost never leave reviews

for books, unless I'm extremely impressed by them.I WILL be looking for this author - I hope she's

got some or will have some soon - again something that's VERY rare for me. But I READ on

average 3-7 full length novels a day- each and every day. So remembering an author's name is just

something I rarely bother doing.

I really enjoyed this book. Answered lots of questions and the tips were extremely helpful. Thank

you so much for sharing.

Love this book. I have made many of the recipes and they've turned out great! For the money it was

well worth it!

Its awesome and now I can make more stylish bath bombs for all my bath bomb girls that come to

my shop in New Zealand. They are all very happy with our new edition of bath bombs which was

inspired mainly by your book. Cheers.

this is an amazing book

I like the simple and easy to read instructions. Great for anyone who looking for easy recipes.

Describes very well steps to take.

I was hoping for a bigger variety on the recipes, so many were very similar. But it was a start.

Very good reference & has excellent recipes & technique tips.
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